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Overview of CA and basic geometric conceptsOverview of CA and basic geometric conceptsOverview of CA and basic geometric conceptsOverview of CA and basic geometric concepts

� 312 respondents, all readers of a certain newspaper, cross-
tabulated according to their education group and level of reading of 
the newspaper
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� A profile is a set of relative frequencies, that is a set of frequencies 
expressed relative to their total (often in percentage form). 

� Each row or each column of a table of frequencies defines a 
different profile. 

� It is these profiles which CA visualises as points in a map.
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Plotting profiles in profile spacePlotting profiles in profile spacePlotting profiles in profile spacePlotting profiles in profile space
(triangular coordinates)(triangular coordinates)(triangular coordinates)(triangular coordinates)
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average

The average is the point at which the two points are balanced.

weighted average

The situation is identical for multidimensional points...
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For example, 
expected frequency

of (E5,C1):

0.183 x  26 = 4.76

=    26.0



Calculating chiCalculating chiCalculating chiCalculating chi----squaresquaresquaresquare
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Calculating inertiaCalculating inertiaCalculating inertiaCalculating inertia

Inertia = χ2 / 312 = similar terms for first four rows ...
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So the answer is to divide all profile elements by the √ of their averages
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Summary: Summary: Summary: Summary: 
Basic geometric conceptsBasic geometric conceptsBasic geometric conceptsBasic geometric concepts

� Profiles are rows or columns of relative frequencies, that is the rows or 
columns expressed relative to their respective marginals, or bases. 

� Each profile has a weight assigned to it, called the mass, which is 
proportional to the original marginal frequency used as a base .

� The average profile is the the centroid (weighted average) of the 
profiles.

� Vertex profiles are the extreme profiles in the profile space (“simplex”). 

� Profiles are weighted averages of the vertices, using the profile elements 
as weights.

� The dimensionality of an  I x J matrix = min{I – 1, J – 1} 

� The chi-square distance measures the difference between profiles, 
using an Euclidean-type function which standardizes each profile 
element by dividing by the square root of its expected value. 

� The (total) inertia can be expressed as the weighted average of the 
squared chi-square distances between the profiles and their average.

The The The The ““““famousfamousfamousfamous”””” smoking data: smoking data: smoking data: smoking data: 
row problemrow problemrow problemrow problem

� (see “Correspondence Analysis in Practice”) – artificial example 
designed to illustrate two-dimensional maps  
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�193 employees of a firm

�5 categories of staff group

�4 categories of smoking
(none,light,medium,heavy)

row profiles

View of row profiles in 3View of row profiles in 3View of row profiles in 3View of row profiles in 3----dddd
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The The The The ““““famousfamousfamousfamous”””” smoking data: smoking data: smoking data: smoking data: 
column problemcolumn problemcolumn problemcolumn problem
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It seems like the column profiles, 
with 5 elements, are 4-dimensional, 
BUT there are only 4 points and 4 
points lie exactly in 3 dimensions. 
So the dimensionality of the
columns is the same as the rows.

column 

profiles



View of column profiles in 3View of column profiles in 3View of column profiles in 3View of column profiles in 3----dddd
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(SIMPLE) CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS: SVD theory

What CA doesWhat CA doesWhat CA doesWhat CA does…………

� … centres the row and column profiles with respect to their average 
profiles, so that the origin represents the average.

� … re-defines the dimensions of the space in an ordered way: first 
dimension “explains” the maximum amount of inertia possible in one 
dimension; second adds the maximum amount to first (hence first two 
explain the maximum amount in two dimensions), and so on… until 
all dimensions are “explained”.

� … decomposes the total inertia along the principal axes into principal 
inertias, usually expressed as % of the total.

� … so if we want a low-dimensional version, we just take the first 
(principal) dimensions

The row and column problem solutions are closely related, 
one can be obtained from the other; there are simple scaling 

factors along each dimension relating the two problems.

GeneralizedGeneralizedGeneralizedGeneralized SVD (SVD (SVD (SVD (repeatrepeatrepeatrepeat))))
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We often want to associate weights on the rows and columns, so that

the fit is by weighted least-squares, not ordinary least squares, that is 

we want to minimize
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WeightedWeightedWeightedWeighted metricmetricmetricmetric multidimensional multidimensional multidimensional multidimensional 
scalingscalingscalingscaling ((((repeatrepeatrepeatrepeat))))

• Suppose we want to represent the (centred) rows of a matrix
Y, weighted by (positive) elements down diagonal of matrix
Dr, where distance between rows is in the (weighted) metric
defined by matrixDm

-1. 

• Total inertia = ΣiΣj qi (1/mj )yij
2

• S  =  Dq
½ Y Dm

–½= U DαVT  where UTU = VTV = I

• Principal coordinates of rows: F   =   Dq
–½ U Dα

• Principal axes of the rows:              Dm
½ V

• Standard coordinates of columns:G   =   Dm
–½ V

• Variances (inertias) explained: λ1 = α1
2,  λ2 = α2

2, ...



CorrespondenceCorrespondenceCorrespondenceCorrespondence analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis

Of the rows: 

• Y is the centred matrix of
row profiles

• row masses in Dq are the
relative frequencies of the
rows

• column weights in Dw are the
inverses of the relative
frequencies of the columns

• Total inertia = χ2 /n 

Of the columns: 

• Y is the centred matrix of
column profiles

• column masses in Dq are the
relative frequencies of the
columns

• row weights in Dw are the
inverses of the relative
frequencies of the rows

• Total inertia = χ2 /n 

Both problems lead to the SVD of the same matrix

CorrespondenceCorrespondenceCorrespondenceCorrespondence analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis
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� Table of nonnegative data  N 

� Divide N by its grand total  n to obtain the so-called correspondence 
matrix P = (1/n) N

� Let the row and column marginal totals of  P be the vectors r and c
respectively, that is the vectors of row and column masses, and Dr and 
Dc be the diagonal matrices of these masses

··· (to be derived algebraically in class)

or equivalently

αr UDDF 2/1−=
αc VDDG 2/1−=

UDΦ
2/1−= r

VDΓ
2/1−= c

Principal 
coordinates

Standard 
coordinates

Decomposition of total inertia along Decomposition of total inertia along Decomposition of total inertia along Decomposition of total inertia along 
principal axesprincipal axesprincipal axesprincipal axes

I rows    (smoking I=5) J columns    (smoking J=4)

Total inertia         in(I)         0.08519 in(J)            0.08519

Inertia axis 1         λ1 0.07476 (87.8%)        λ1 0.07476

Inertia axis 2         λ2 0.01002 (11.8%)        λ2 0.01002

Inertia axis 3         λ3 0.00041 (  0.5%)         λ3 0.00041

Duality (symmetry) of the rows and Duality (symmetry) of the rows and Duality (symmetry) of the rows and Duality (symmetry) of the rows and 
columnscolumnscolumnscolumns
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Relationship between row and column Relationship between row and column Relationship between row and column Relationship between row and column 
solutionssolutionssolutionssolutions

rows columns

standard coordinates            ΦΦΦΦ = [ φik ]                 ΓΓΓΓ = [ γjk ]

principal coordinates             F = [ fik ]                     G = [ gjk ] 

relationships between           F = ΦΦΦΦDα G = ΓΓΓΓDα

coordinates fik = αk xik gjk = αk yjk

where αk = √λk is the square root of the principal inertia on axis k

principal = standard × αk

standard = principal / αk

Data profiles in 
principal coordinates

Vertiex profiles in 
standard coordinates

Relationship between row and column solutions

SE

SC

JE

JM

SM

SE
SC

SMJM

JE

Vertex profiles in 
standard coordinates

Data profiles in 
principal coordinates

√λ1 = √0.07476 = 0.265

√λ2 = √0.01002 = 0.100

Symmetric map using XLSTATSymmetric map using XLSTATSymmetric map using XLSTATSymmetric map using XLSTAT
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0.07046 (87.8 %)

0.01002 (11.8 %)

Summary:Summary:Summary:Summary:
Relationship between row and column Relationship between row and column Relationship between row and column Relationship between row and column 

solutionssolutionssolutionssolutions

1. same dimensionality (rank) = min{I –1, J – 1}
2. same total inertia and same principal inertias λ1, λ2, …, on 

each dimension (i.e., same decomposition of inertia along 
principal axes), hence same percentages of inertia on each 
dimension

3. “same” coordinate solutions, up to a scalar constant along 
each principal axis, which depends on the square root √λk = αk

of the principal inertia on each axis:
principal = standard × √λk

standard = principal / √λk

4. Asymmetric map: one set principal, other standard
5. Symmetric map: both sets principal


